This paper provides the theory and an efficient tabular algorithm to test for various symmetries in the magnitude response of twodimensional (2-D) complex-coefficient delta operator formulated discrete-time systems. In general, centro symmetry is not preserved in the complex case. The conditions under which this is preserved is discussed in the paper. It is to be noted that as the sampling period (A) goes to zero, the symmetry conditions merge with that of 2-D continuous-time case.
.INTRODUCTION
A well-known technique to reduce the complexity of the design and implementation of 2-D filters is to make use of the various symmetries that might be present in the frequency response of these filters. Symmetry conditions for delta-operator fonnulated real polynomials have already been defined in [I] . This paper will extend the definitions to a broader class of complexcoefficient delta-polynomials and provide the algorithm to test for these symmetries. It is well k n o w that delta-operator formulation provides various advantages over traditional shiftoperator based systems such as better finite word length effects. It also provides unification between discrete-arid cotitinuous-time systems.
[3] Thus, an efficient algorithm to test for symmetries for 2-D delta-polynomials will greatly simplify the design process of 2-D delta-operator fonnulated filters.
PRELIMINARIES
The relation between the transfonn variables (ZI,ZZ) for qoperator based discrete time system and (yl ,y2) corresponding to delta operator based discrete time system (DODT) is given by yi = (zj -I)/A , where i=1,2 and A is the sampling period. AII inverse polynomial in delta domain is obtained by substituting -yi/(l+Ay,) for yi and multiplying the polynomial by factors of ( l + A~i )~ to cancel the denominator. Jl1 is the degree of yl in PI and 522 is the degree of y2 in P2. Once again, P2' denotes the complex conjugate of Pz. Diagonal Symmetry P(y1, y~) possesses diagonal symmetry F(ol,oz)=F(oz,ol) in its magnitude response if it can be expressed as
where J21 I s the degree of y~ in P~(y1, 72) and J22 is the degree of y2 in Pz(yl, yz). If in addition to conditions 9 and/or 10, the polynomial satisfies any one of the 3 conditions in eqns (4) - (6) , then the complex P(yl,yz) will have a diagonal syininetry similar to that of a real 2-D polynomial.
Rotational Svmmetrv P(yl,yz) possesses rotational symmetry if F(ol,oz)= F(-O~,OI). The conditions for rotational symmetry can be obtained along the same lines as the above symmetries. (the coefficients of P(y) also need to be conjugated). The tabular algorithm to find R ( y ) is given in Figure 2 .
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Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4: . *
The complex numbers on the last row are the coefficients of .the para-conjugate polynomial P,(y) in ascending powers of y . Step 1 : Separate the coefficients into the block format shown at the top of Fig 3. If a certain coefficient say qM=O
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, insert a zero. This is to ensure each y2 block has M coefficients (columns). Look at each y2 block separately and find its paraconjugate with respect to yl using the method described for a I-D polynomial. i.e. find the paraconjugate with respect to yl for the y : block, the 72' block, all the way to the y2" block. We are determining
Step2:
the para-conjugate of R,(yl) {eqn (1 I)}. Refer to Fig 3. 
CONCLUSION
At this point we have-determined the para-conjugate with respect to the y~ variable, Sumkl being the coefkients of this para-conjugate. Treat the values under each y2 block as a single unit and fmd the para-conjugate with respect to y2 , using Various symmetries in the magnitude response of 2-D complex coefficient delta polynomials are defined in this paper. The algorithmic test procedure discussed above helps to identify the present of these symmetries.
Step 4: the method for I-D polynomial. (Note that, this time, we need not conjugate the coefficients before using the I-D method. We need only alternate the signs of the coefficients. We only need to conjugate the coefficients once using this algorithm and we had already done that in Step 2 above.). Refer to The above tabular algorithm can be used to test for the various symmetry conditions. For example, Condition 2 is satisfied if the above algorithm yields the same final polynomial as the original. Note that for this case, no conjugating of coefficients is required at the beginning of the tabular algorithm. Condition 7 can be tested by performing the above algorithm , again without conjugating the coefficient, until step 2 (since we are only determining if the polynomial is self-inverse w.r.t. y l ) . Condition 8 can be tested by performing the above steps, except the part to perform the inverse operation on yl (since we are only checking if the polynomial is selfinverse w.r.t. y2). To test for Condition I O , the variables need to be switched before using the algorithm. All steps of the algorithm are required. The coefficients need to be conjugated a t the beginning also. Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
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